
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 94, iss. 9, pp. 748 { 751 c 2011 November 10Ginzburg-Landau slopes of the anisotropic upper critical magnetic �eldand band parameters in the superconductor (TMTSF)2ClO4A.G. LebedDepartment of Physics, University of Arizona, AZ 85721 Tucson, USALandau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS, 142432 Chernogolovka, RussiaSubmitted 6 September 2011Resubmitted 19 September 2011We theoretically determine the Ginzburg{Landau slopes of the anisotropic upper critical magnetic �eld ina quasi-one-dimensional superconductor and correct the previous works on this issue. By using the experimen-tally measured values of the Ginzburg{Landau slopes in the superconductor (TMTSF)ClO4, we determine bandparameters of its electron spectrum. Our main result is that the so-called quantum dimensional crossover hasto happen in this material in magnetic �elds, H = 3�8T, which are much lower than the previously assumed.We discuss how this fact inuences metallic and superconducting properties of the (TMTSF)2ClO4.Since a discovery of the �eld-induced spin-density-wave (FISDW) phase diagrams [1, 2], high magnetic�eld properties of organic superconductors (TMTSF)2X(X=ClO4, PF6, AsF6, etc.) have been intensivelystudied [3, 4]. Phase transitions from metallic to theFISDW phases, exhibiting three-dimensional quantumHall e�ect, were successfully explained [5{11] in termsof the simplest quasi-classical 3D ! 2D dimensionalcrossover [3]. More complicated 3D ! 1D ! 2D quasi-classical dimensional crossovers in a magnetic �eld suc-cessfully explain such phenomena in a metallic phaseas the Lebed Magic Angles (LMA) [12, 13] and theLee{Naughton{Lebed (LNL) oscillations [14, 15]. Thecharacteristic feature of the quasi-classical dimensionalcrossovers is that a typical size of electron orbits in amagnetic �eld is much larger than inter-chain and inter-plane distances in these layered quasi-one-dimensional(Q1D) conductors.Other dimensional crossovers { the quantum ones[3] { were suggested in [16{18] to demonstrate the Reen-trant superconductivity phenomenon [16], where highmagnetic �elds can improve superconducting pairing.Under condition of the quantum dimensional crossover,a typical size of electron trajectories in a magnetic �eldbecomes of the order or even less than interlayer dis-tance in (TMTSF)2X conductors [16, 19]. Note that thequantum dimensional crossovers have been supposed tohappen in magnetic �elds of the order of 10{20T, par-allel to conducting layers of (TMTSF)2X materials.The main goal of our Letter is to determine care-fully band parameters of Q1D electron spectrum of theconductor (TMTSF)2ClO4 [20],�(p) = �2ta cos(pxa=2)� 2tb cos(pyb)� 2tc cos(pzc�);(1)

where ta � tb � tc correspond to electron hoping inte-grals along a-, b-, and c�-axes, respectively. Using thedetermined band parameters, we show that the quantumdimensional crossover in the conductor (TMTSF)2ClO4happens at much lower magnetic �elds, H ' 3�8T. Wediscuss how this fact inuence its magnetic propertiesin metallic and superconducting phases and discuss therelated experimental data. Below, we simplify electronspectrum (1) near two slightly corrugated sheets of Q1DFermi surface (FS) as���(p) = �vF(px � pF)� 2tb cos(pyb)� 2tc cos(pzc�);(2)where +(�) stands for right (left) sheet of Q1D FS,vF = taa=p2, ~ � 1.Let us consider electron motion in a magnetic �eld,perpendicular to conducting chains and parallel to con-ducting layers,H = (0; H; 0); A = (0; 0;�Hx): (3)In accordance with [16], electron spectrum (2) is \two-dimensionalized" in a magnetic �eld (3). More specif-ically, electrons are characterized by free unrestrictedmotion within conducting (a;b) plane, whereas their mo-tion along z-axis is periodic and restricted [16]:z(t;H) = l?(H) c� cos(!ct); l?(H) = 2tc=!c; (4)where !c = evFHc�=c. By using quantum mechanicalmethods, it is possible to show [21, 19, 16] that the quan-tum 3D ! 2D dimensional crossover happens if a sizeof the quasi-classical orbit (4) is approximately in therange between c� and c�=2 ,l?(H) ' 0:5�1:0: (5)748 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



Ginzburg-Landau slopes of the anisotropic upper critical magnetic �eld : : : 749Classically, this corresponds to situation, where eitherelectron orbits from two neighboring conducting layersdo not intersect each other or do not intersect neighbor-ing layers, respectively.Here, we express a value of the dimensionless para-meter l?(H) in terms of ratio of electron hoping integralsalong z- and x-axes. It is possible to show thatl?(H) = 2p2� �0ac�H tcta ' 2 � 103H(T ) tcta ; (6)where H(T ) is a magnetic �eld, measured in Teslas.Let us �rst use values of the parameters of the elec-tron spectrum (1) of (TMTSF)2ClO4, accepted in lit-erature [22], ta = 1200K and tc = 7K. In this case,as it follows from Eqs. (5), (6), the quantum 3D ! 2Ddimensional crossover happens approximately at H �� H� ' 12�23T. In this Letter we show that in realitytc ' 2�2:3K and ta ' 1340�1130K, which result in thequantum dimensional crossover at H � H� ' 3�8T.Below, we derive the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) slopefor the upper critical magnetic �eld, parallel to b-axis ofa singlet s-wave Q1D superconductor with the electronspectrum (2). For this purpose, we rewrite the so-calledgap equation of [16, 23] in the following way:�(x) = g2 Zjzj>d 2�TdzvF sinh�2�T jzjvF � �� J0�2tc!cv2F z(z + 2x)��(x + z); (7)where g is an e�ective electron coupling constant, d isa cut-o� distance. (Note that in Eq. (7) we disregardquantum e�ects of an electron motion in a magnetic�eld in the extended Brillouin zone and, thus, replace thefunctions sin(!cz=2vF) and sin[!c(z+2x)=2vF] by theirarguments. Here and everywhere below, we also disre-gards the Pauli paramagnetic destructive e�ects againstsuperconductivity.)The next step of derivation of the GL slop is to takeinto account that in the GL region, (Tc � T )=Tc � 1,vF=2�Tc � vF=ptc!c, where Tc is the superconduct-ing transition temperature in the absence of a magnetic�eld. Therefore, we can expend the integral equation(7) with respect to a small parameter, jzj � vF=2�Tc.As a result of such expansion procedure, we obtain thefollowing di�erential equation:��d2�(x)dx2 + x2 8t2c!2cv4F �(x)�Z 10 �Tcz2dzvF sinh�2�TczvF �+

+ �1g � Z 1d 2�TdzvF sinh�2�TzvF ���(x) = 0: (8)If we take into account that1g = Z 1d 2�TcdzvF sinh�2�TczvF � = 0; (9)then we can rewrite Eq. (8) in the following way:��2x d2�(x)dx2 +�2�H�0 �2�2zx2�(x)� ��(x) = 0;�2x = 7�(3)v2F16�2T 2c ; �2z = 7�(3)t2c(c�)28�2T 2c ; � = Tc � TTc ; (10)where �0 = �~c=e is the ux quantum, �x and �z are thecoherence lengths along a- and c�-axes, correspondingly.Note that above we use the following relationship:Z 10 z2dzsinh(z) = 7�(3)2 ; (11)where �(n) is the Reimann zeta function [24].To �nd the GL slope of the upper critical �eld alongb-axis, we need to determine the lowest energy level ofthe Schrodinger-like GL equation (10). After standardcalculations, we obtainHbc2 = �02��x�z�Tc � TTc �= 8�2c~T 2c7�(3)etatcac��Tc � TTc �:(12)It is important that the GL slope of the upper crit-ical �eld along c-axis for a singlet s-wave Q1D-superconductor with electron spectrum (2) can be ob-tained from Eq. (12) by using the following substitutions:�z ! �y; tc ! tb; c� ! b: (13)As a result,Hcc2 = �02��x�y�Tc � TTc �= 8�2c~T 2c7�(3)etatbab�Tc � TTc �:(14)Let us rewrite Eq. (13) of [25], determining the up-per critical �eld along a-axis of a singlet d-wave Q1D-superconductor, for s-wave case,�(y)=g2� Zjzj>d 2�TdzvF sinh�2�T jzjvF ���y + vy(py)vF z��� J0�2tc!cv2F z�2y + vy(py)zvF ���py ; (15)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



750 A.G. Lebedwhere vy(py) = 2tbb sin(pyb), h:::ipy stands for averagingprocedure over momentum component py. By using thesame method, as for determination of the GL slope forH k b, we obtain the following GL slope for the uppercritical along a-axis:Hac2 = �02��y�z�Tc � TTc �= 4�2c~T 2c7�(3)etbtcbc��Tc � TTc �:(16)We stress that Eqs. (12), (14), (16) de�ne the GLslopes of the upper critical �elds in a singlet s-waveQ1D-superconductor with the electron spectrum (1), (2)for all principal directions of a magnetic �eld. Theseequations correct the previous results of [26] and con-tain additional common factor 2/3 comparable to thecorresponding equations of [26]. As it follows fromgeneral theory [27], for a singlet d-wave like Q1D-superconductor (1), (2) with order parameter,�(p) = p2� cos(pyb); (17)we have to rede�ne the corresponding coherence lengthsin the following way:~�x = �x; ~�y = �y=p2; ~�z = �z : (18)In terms of the rede�ned coherence lengths the GL slopesof the anisotropic upper critical �eld for d-wave like su-perconducting order parameter (17) can be expressedasHac2 = �02� ~�y ~�z�Tc � TTc �= 4p2�2c~T 2c7�(3)etbtcbc��Tc � TTc �;(19)Hbc2 = �02� ~�x ~�z�Tc � TTc �= 8�2c~T 2c7�(3)etatcac��Tc � TTc �;(20)Hcc2 = �02� ~�x ~�y�Tc � TTc �= 8p2�2c~T 2c7�(3)etatbab�Tc � TTc �:(21)It is important that the GL slopes of the upper crit-ical magnetic �elds along b- and c�-axes have been re-cently carefully experimentally measured in the super-conductor (TMTSF)2ClO4 [28, 29]. As to the GL slopefor H k a, it is still experimentally ill de�ned. The lat-ter fact is due to rather strong paramagnetic destructivee�ect against superconductivity, which do not allow tode�ne carefully the orbital upper critical �eld along a-axis. Therefore, to determine the band parameters of

Q1D electron spectrum (1), we need one more piece ofinformation. It is provided by theoretical �tting [15] ofthe LNL angular oscillations in a metallic phase of the(TMTSF)2ClO4 in a magnetic �eld. As a result, we usethe following set of experimental data [28, 29, 15],�dHbc2dT �Tc= 3:65 TK ; �dHcc2dT �Tc= 0:138 TK ;ta=tb = 10; (22)to determine all 3 band parameters in Q1D electronspectrum (1).Band parameters of Q1D electron spectrum (1) andcritical magnetic �eld for the quantum 3D! 2Ddimensional crossover, H�, determined for ta=tb = 10[15] by means of Eqs. (5), (6), (12), (14), (20), (21)Superconductivity type ta(K) tb(K) tc(K) H�(T )d-wave nodal 1340 134 2.0 3-6d-wave nodeless 1127 112.7 2.34 4-8The results of our calculations by means of Eqs. (12),(14), (20), (21) are summarized in Table, wherewe consider two scenarios of superconductivity in(TMTSF)2ClO4: d-wave nodal [21, 25, 30{32] and d-wave nodeless [33, 34] ones. Although we think thatthe d-wave nodal scenario is much more probable one[30], we present also the results of our calculations ford-wave nodeless scenario, since we cannot completelyexclude it at this point. (We note that the d-wave node-less scenario is mathematically equivalent to the con-sidered above s-wave one.) In table, we also presentcalculations of the critical magnetic �eld, correspond-ing to the quantum 3D ! 2D dimensional crossover bymeans of Eqs. (5), (6). As it follows from table, the quan-tum dimensional crossover happens at magnetic �elds,H � H� ' 3�8T, which are much lower than that pre-viously accepted.Let us discuss possible experimental consequences oflow value of the critical �eld, responsible for 3D ! 2Ddimensional crossover, H� ' 3�8T. In this case, asshown in [21, 34], superconductivity can survive in aform the hidden Reentrant superconducting phase ina magnetic �eld, which is higher than both the quasi-classical upper critical �eld [35, 36] and Clogston para-magnetic limit [37]. In particular, in (TMTSF)2ClO4compound, the hidden Reentrant superconductivity, asshown [21], can exist up to H = 6T. The expectedquantum dimensional crossover has to change dramat-ically also metallic properties of (TMTSF)2ClO4 con-ductor at H � H� ' 3�8T, if a magnetic �eld is ap-plied parallel to its conducting plane and perpendicu-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



Ginzburg-Landau slopes of the anisotropic upper critical magnetic �eld : : : 751lar to its conducting chains. Note that there alreadyexist some preliminary experimental data in favor ofthis conclusion. Indeed, in [38], magnetoresistance of(TMTSF)2ClO4 conductor is studied in the above men-tioned geometry. In particular, it is found that, atH � 3T, the magnetoresistance does not follow theexpected in quasi-classical theory [39] H2-dependence.There exist also another evidence of importance of thequantum 3D ! 2D dimensional crossover for metallicproperties of (TMTSF)2ClO4. It is a failure of the quasi-classical theory [39] to explain the LMA-minimum, ex-perimentally observed at H k b (see, for example, Fig. 2in [39]).As it follows from the above discussion, it is impor-tant to create a quantum theory of magnetoresistance ina metallic phase under the quantum 3D ! 2D dimen-sional crossover condition (5). We anticipate that thistheory will be very challenging and cannot be obtainedby generalizing of the existing methods. We also payattention that (TMTSF)2ClO4 conductor is very clean,where an inverse impurity scattering time is estimatedas ~=� � 0:1K (see [26]) and, thus, ~=� � tc ' 2�2:5K.Therefore, in this case, for estimation of a magnetic �eld,corresponding to 3D ! 2D dimensional crossover (4),(5), (6), we can use the physical picture of a coherentelectron motion between the conducting planes, in con-trast to the so-called weak-coherent regime [40].We are thankful to N.N. Bagmet for useful discus-sions. This work was supported by the NSF under Grant#DMR-0705986 and Grant #DMR-0705986.1. P.M. Chaikin, M.-Y. Choi, J. F. Kwak et al., Phys. Rev.Lett. 51, 2333 (1983).2. M. Ribault, D. Jerome, J. Tuchendler et al., J. Phys.(Paris) Lett. 44, L-953 (1983).3. The Physics of Organic Superconductors and Conduc-tors (ed. by A.G. Lebed), Springer, Berlin, 2008.4. T. Ishiguro, K. Yamaji, and G. Saito, Organic Super-conductors, 2nd ed., Springer, Berlin, 1998.5. L. P. Gor'kov and A.G. Lebed, J. Phys. (Paris) Lett.45, L-433 (1984).6. M. Heritier, G. Montambaux, and P. Lederer, J. Phys.(Paris) Lett. 45, L-943 (1984).7. A.G. Lebed, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 89, 1034 (1985) [Sov.Phys. JETP 62, 595 (1985)].8. A. Virosztek, L. Cheng, and K. Maki, Phys. Rev. B 34,3371 (1986).9. D. Poilblanc, G. Montambaux, M. Heritier, and P. Led-erer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 270 (1987).10. V.M. Yakovenko, Phys. Rev. B 43, 11353 (1991).11. A.G. Lebed, Physica B 405, S106 (2010).
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